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Conventional wisdom has it that trustworthy autonomous systems (AS) should be explainable, dependable, controllable and safe tools for humans to use. Reflecting on a portfolio of artistic applications of TAS leads us to adopt an alternative stance and to propose five provocative challenges for AS: that they should look beyond failure to improvisation, beyond explainability to interpretation, beyond control to surrender, beyond caution to playfulness and beyond being tools to becoming co-creators. We reflect on how these challenges imply new considerations of trustworthiness in terms of artistic competence, sincerity and steadfastness, and of responsible innovation in terms of responsible irresponsibility that empowers humans to playfully explore the human-like qualities and boundaries of the technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Autonomous systems, and AI more generally, are being used to make art, from generative visual art to music composition, to dancing robots, and much more besides. In turn, such artistic explorations can offer fresh perspectives on the human-experience of autonomous systems and related questions of trustworthiness and responsibility. With this in mind, the Trustworthy Autonomous Systems (TAS) Hub is already supporting a series of artistic explorations through its Creative Programme of artist-led projects and residencies.

Whereas applications in fields such as transportation and healthcare naturally stress the importance of explainability, dependability and controllability and view TAS as tools to be applied with a degree of caution, artistic applications emphasise interpretation, improvisation, surrendering control, playfulness, and the creative possibilities of viewing TAS as co-creators alongside humans.

We reflect on a number of artistic case studies from the TAS Hub and beyond involving autonomous systems to draw out five key provocations for more creative trustworthy autonomous systems (TAS). Our aim is to provoke the TAS community to question what appear to be almost obvious – perhaps even taken for granted – assumptions underlying TAS to instead consider alternative possibilities in which TAS actively embrace ambiguity, uncertainty, and playfulness as part of a more creative, and we argue, human-like approach to the world. Throughout, we illustrate our challenge by reflecting on previous and ongoing examples of creative human engagement with a variety of AS spanning robots, affective computing and AI music composition and performance.

2 BEYOND FAILURE TO IMPROVISATION

Error and failure are traditionally seen as problems to be avoided and removed in the design of dependable computer systems [1]. In contrast, error, failure, and fragility can be vital elements of artistic processes inspiring creativity and demanding improvisation. The AHRC-funded Error Network, for example, explored how errors range from perilous mistakes to creative impulses and how ‘noise’ and glitches in digital code afford new possibilities for creative process in art, dance, music and games [2].

Our first example, Climbi, a musical duet for a human concert pianist and a robotic piano (Yamaha Disklavier) by composer and pianist Maria Kallionpää [3]. The piece took the form of a game in which the human partner had to correctly perform musical challenges – the execution of pre-scored musical fragments or ‘codes’ – in order to choose routes through a non-linear score (see fig. 1). These codes also triggered other performance media such as the piano to autonomously play its parts, including physically moving its keys in duet with the human performer. The piece set up a contest between a highly skilled human and an apparently skilled instrument capable of playing very quickly and accurately, reaching combinations of notes that a human would find impossible, and doing this without tiring.
Studies of three professional concert pianists performing *Climb!* revealed failure to be essential to the aesthetic of the work and also to be a complicated layered phenomenon [3]. Deliberately introducing errors into the performance became a first-class mechanism for the pianists, for example branching points were written into the score in the form of the ‘challenge codes’, deliberately difficult musical fragments that if performed correctly or incorrectly (from the perspective of the system) determined how the piece progressed — consequently, it was important for errors to occur so the performer could vary their route through the score. Without them, a performance would be dull and predictable. Conversely, failure to successfully trigger other codes would result in the piano failing to play its autonomous parts, which then required rapid improvisation by the human pianist to keep the performance on track. Even if the piece proceeded smoothly, it might be musically unexpressive, a different kind of error that required the human to add a layer of expression to the system’s somewhat mechanical performance. Extreme divergence from the score, however musical, might result in failure to perform a recognisable version of the work (i.e. to sufficiently adhere to the score). Finally, there was one occasion where the system failed catastrophically, requiring the performer to apologise to the audience for failing to deliver any kind of musical performance at all [3].

This study of how humans performed *Climb!* also yielded insights into their strategies for creatively engaging autonomous systems, with them variously trying to ‘tame’ the piano, ‘game’ it by exploiting its weaknesses, ‘ride’ it in which they improvised around whatever it did, and ‘become’ it when they strictly conformed with its needs as if a component in the system [3].

Might other less creative AS benefit from similar strategies? Conversational agents are one area where failure can be a multi-level, improvisational and creative matter. Ethnography and conversation analysis revealed how Alexa becomes embedded into and held accountable as part of everyday family dinner time conversations [4]. Puns, irony, sarcasm and other forms of humorous wordplay deliberately invoke failures of language at one level to deliver humour when people reflect at a meta-level, something that is currently challenging for AI to achieve. Turning to autonomous vehicles, anecdotally, one of the authors experienced a self-parking car managing to parallel park itself in a very tight space, but taking so much time to do so as it repeatedly moved back and forth that a queue
of traffic built up behind – an example of success at one level (the technical task of parking) but failure at another (achieving this in a socially acceptable way). More generally, plans often fail to survive their first encounter with reality, being treated instead as resources for negotiating and improvising action rather than as procedures to be strictly followed [5]. The implication is clear: AS should be designed to embrace or even deliberately invoke a variety of aesthetic failures.

3 BEYOND CONTROL TO SURRENDER

It is a longstanding tenet of human-computer interaction (indeed one of Scheideman’s ‘eight golden rules’) that the locus of control should lie with the human when interacting with computer systems [6, 7]. However, this is challenged by the emergence of autonomous systems which, by definition, wrest some degree of control from humans, raising profound questions of trust. In artistic applications humans may deliberately choose to surrender a degree of control to the system as a creative strategy.

In music, the composer John Cage spent much of his creative life moving away from making and imprisoning sound into a fixed composition to creating more open works. Cage’s approach was inspired by his devotion to Zen Buddhism and other Eastern philosophies, and eventually led him to explore environmental and unintended sounds as materials for music (performance and composition). Cage’s milieu has had a profound impact on the role of the composer and the co-creative potential of the performer-as-author in music-making. For many decades, musicians have adopted this philosophical approach, and this is having an impact on those who create with AS. For example, Arne Eigenfeldt’s MuseBots [8] are autonomous systems that perform together or with human improvisers. They have been embedded with certain traits of behaviour and are designed to collaborate together. The music that emerges is accepted by Eigenfeldt and co-creator Ollie Bown, they do not wish to control or edit it in any way. In this sense they trust the core design of the bots, and their raison-d’etre; nothing more is required of them.

Vear’s Embodied Musicking Robots (EMR) is another music-bot project also built on Cage’s philosophy of acceptance [9]. These AS were designed to behave in real-time and in the embodied domain of music-making. They are embedded with simple rules (inspired by Rodney Brook’s early works) and are trusted to behave as a coping machine within musicking. Vear [9] generated a set of principles that guided the design of the AS which in turn controls their behaviour:

- EMR must cope in an appropriate musical manner, and in a timely fashion, with the dynamic shifts inside the musicking world.
- EMR should be robust to the dynamic environment of musicking, it should not fail to minor changes in the properties of the flow of musicking and should behave appropriately to its ongoing perception of the flow.
- EMR should maintain multiple goals, changing as required and adapting to its world by capitalising on creative opportunity.
- EMR should do something in the world of musicking, ‘it should have some purpose in being’ [10].

The experience of surrendering control and making oneself vulnerable is a powerful one that is harnessed by many artistic and cultural experiences that involve journeys through suspense and fear, from horror films to rollercoasters. It is also one that directly invokes questions of trust. In this vein, several artists have explored how it feels to surrender control to autonomous systems.

The Broncomatic was an interactive ride created as part of the Thrill Laboratory project with artist Brendan Walker [11]. A rider would mount a robotic rodeo bull that would try to throw them off, gradually increasing its
bucking motion (see fig. 2). A chest strap sensor estimated their breathing; the more they breathed the more the ride twisted, but also the more points they scored.

Figure 2: Riding The Broncomatic

Studies of The Broncomatic revealed how riders simultaneously battled for control of the robot and their own bodies (as breathing is partially an autonomic system) [11]. A highlight of the experience for some was when they were sitting on top of the robot, trying to control it by holding their breath, but becoming aware that their breath would soon run out at which point the ride would buck even more as they then breathed deeply and uncontrollably [11], thus handing over or surrendering control to the AS.

The example of #Scanners – further illustrates surrender of control [12, 13]. This project saw the creation of two brain-controlled films, where real-time measurements of a single viewer’s physiology dynamically adapted the film (see fig. 3). In The Disadvantages of Time Travel, estimates of attention, meditation and blinking derived from EEG triggered switching between alternative layers of film representing the protagonist’s external and internal worldviews [12]. EEG measurements of average levels of attention at the end of each scene were used to decide which characters’ viewpoints would feature in the next scene [13].
Studies of how viewers experienced *The Disadvantages of Time Travel* highlighted tipping back and forth between controlling the film and being controlled by it, sometimes trying to consciously control the film, at others forgetting about (surrendering) control as they became absorbed in the story, and at yet others being reminded of the uncontrollable nature of their own inner thoughts [12].

Reflection on these various experiences revealed how the human experience of control over autonomous systems can be considered as traversing a space comprised of two dimensions, the first expressing the degree to which humans surrender control to the system or otherwise, and the second expressing their shifting awareness of being in control or otherwise [14]. The resulting interactions range from humans voluntary exerting control and being aware of it, to flow states [15] in which they are in control but without overt awareness, to states in which they are aware of losing control (paused on top of *The Broncomatic*!), to losing both control and self-awareness.

Again, we invite the reader to consider how these ideas apply beyond artistic applications. How might people enjoy the experience of surrendering control and to what extent will they even be aware of it. Moreover, as embodied autonomous systems such as robots increasingly make contact with – and therefore stimulate – our human bodies, to what extent must we also contest control with our own physical and partially autonomic selves.

### 4 BEYOND EXPLAINABLE TO INTERPRETABLE

Conventional wisdom has it that current AS and AI more generally need to be more explainable [16, 17]; that is, AI systems should include mechanisms to ensure their predictions and decisions can be understood by humans, and that techniques should be used to ensure humans can interpret the reasoning behind system outputs accurately. However, AI art offers an alternative vision in which AI is designed to be open to multiple interpretations by humans. Frequently, art does not explain itself. Nor is it explained by its creators. Rather it demands that audiences, critics and scholars form their own interpretations. HCI research has previously discussed how art deliberately invokes ambiguities of information, context, and relationship to become open to multiple interpretations, proposing that these strategies might be applied to interaction design [18, 19]. Might such strategies also apply to AI?

Our next case study, *Sensitive Pictures* was a project led by games and media design company Next Game to explore visitors’ emotional engagement with Edward Munch’s famously emotional paintings at the Munch Museum.
in Oslo [14]. Visitors were invited to select and view Munch paintings while listening to audio stories as short emotional provocations before self-reporting their emotional responses. During a subsequent scripted phone conversation with a fictional portrayal of Munch, computer vision technology attempted to detect the emotions they might be feeling from their facial expressions (see fig. 4). At the end, they were presented with postcards summarizing the emotion data they had generated during the visit. Sensitive Pictures does not explain itself to visitors but provides a distorted mirror to encourage people to interpret their own emotional journeys through the museum. This implies a shift away from the idea of affective computing in which computers objectively ‘measure’ and adapt to human emotions towards one of affective interaction in which they provoke emotions and emotional reflection [20]. In a similar vein, #Scanners [12] provoked people to reflect on their own thought processes as viewers.

Figure 4: A phone conversation with AI Munch uses computer vision to try to detect human emotions.

Continuing the discussion with the Vear’s Embodied Musicking Robots (EMR) example from above [9], it is almost impossible to clearly articulate the cognitive and embodied processes that happen inside the creative acts of music-making (to this end Vear has created a podcast series where he attempts to discuss this phenomenon with a range of experienced musicians). To circumvent this impossible task of explaining what his AS are doing, he prefers to offer behavioural principles of how they should approach the co-creative relationships inside music. These principles manifest in behaviour, and affectual relationships between the improvising humans and AS. Aside from circumventing the difficulty of explaining what an AS needs to do, these principles focus on a core tenet in musicking that ‘the act of musicking establishes in the place where it is happening a set of relationships, and it is in those relationships that the meaning of the act lies’ [21]. Meaning in music (or the what-you-mean-to-me) is naturally a subjective interpretation, it therefore makes sense that the behaviours of the EMR AS focus on stimulating such relationships.
Climb!\cite{22} provides an audience web app to enable audience members to follow the performer’s journey in real-time through this non-linear work. They receive notifications of impending musical challenges and post-challenge outcomes of success or failure. Thus, the audience are aware of the pianist’s playful negotiation through potential failures and contesting of control, but nonetheless trust a ‘performance’ will be presented. A study of the audience experience of Climb! revealed how people were able to make gradually unfolding interpretations of the work over multiple repeat performances \cite{22}.

More generally, the rapidly growing movement of generative art in which machine learning is used to generate artistic images, sometimes with the recognizable style of human artists, is introducing new ambiguities of information (overfitting and underfitting machine learning models), context (appropriating training data for new purposes) and relationship (raising questions of whether AI can make and own art) throughout a complex AI pipeline, all of which serves to make AI less explainable and more open to interpretation. There is currently much public debate over the ambiguous nature of such work, including over its provenance and whether it is art at all. Broadening the discussion further, considerations of responsible TAS are rightly concerned with the important question of bias \cite{23, 24, 25}. Adopting our interpretative stance suggests a possible alternative approach to bias in which AI is overtly positioned as being interestingly opinionated (as human often are), with its biases revealed, perhaps amplified, open to challenge, and again, acting as a distorted mirror to the humans who trained it.

5 BEYOND CAUTIOUS TO PLAYFUL

We are understandably cautious about the extent and nature of direct human contact with AS, especially with robots that might cause people physical harm. Much effort has been invested in enabling autonomous vehicles, drones, and telepresence robots to avoid collisions and to mitigate them when they do occur \cite{26}.

In contrast, The Broncomatic!\cite{11} invites direct physical engagement with a robotic AS, one that clearly instigates collisions as the rider is thrown through the air to land on the cushioned floor below. It also establishes a playful relationship with the technology in the tradition of rollercoasters and other amusement rides, the human is invited to experience an apparent degree of risk in the interests of thrill. This is, however, a carefully managed risk in the presence of many safety features including an inflatable cushioned arena, wearing safety equipment, and a vigilant human operator with a shut-down control.

Our other examples also establish playful relationships with the technology that involve negotiating different kinds of risk. Climb!\cite{3, 22} is overtly framed as a game that pits a trained concert pianist against a robotic piano. There is tension in the performance arising from the emotional (rather than physical) risk of embarrassment that the human pianist will be unable to play as well as the mechanized instrument or will fail to meet the musical challenges they have been set in the score.

Vear’s Embodied Musicking Robots\cite{9} were guided by the following principles that sought to establish an appropriately playful robot with the human composer and performer:

- The robot was not an extension of the musician; but should extend their creativity.
- The robot should not be an obedient dog or responsive insect jumping at my commands or impetus, but a playful other.
- It should not operate as a simulation of play, but as a stimulation of the human’s creativity.
- It is not a tool to enhance the human’s creativity, but a being with presence in the world that they believe to be co-creating with them.
• It should prioritise emergence, surprise, mischief, not expectation.

Reflecting more generally on these various examples, play is a vital aspect of being human and often involves negotiating a degree of risk and discomfort, physical or emotional [27]. Play allows us to test out our relationship with the world – children learn to fall and collide through rough and tumble [28, 29], skills that serve them well in later life when they encounter more serious collisions. It also allows us to test and improve our human aesthetic skills – many adults continue to play contact sports in later life. Play, and the element of discomfort it may potentially involve, can deliver entertainment, but also personal enlightenment and social bonding, leading to the idea of deliberately designing ‘uncomfortable interactions’ as part of interactive experiences [30].

We argue that as embodied AS increasingly enter the busy and relatively uncontrolled spaces of our everyday lives, most notably our homes, we will need to playfully engage them in order to test their limits, learn how to engage, and also to assert ourselves as humans. AS may help us play better, for example enabling those with disabilities to play sport or even developing new kinds of contact sport for all. In contrast, risk-adverse robots that continually seek to avoid collision may ultimately unintentionally harm us by boxing us in, disempowering from physically asserting ourselves with our world. Marshall et al have argued for deliberately embracing collisions with robots as a design strategy to avoid them becoming too risk averse [31]. Thus, while we are not arguing for humans playing with autonomous vehicles on motorways, we are arguing for enabling them to play with technologies that enter their living rooms, lawns and other everyday human spaces where people physically assert themselves through play.

6 BEYOND TOOL TO CO-CREATOR

Our final challenge concerns the creative relationship between humans and AS. One possibility is to view AS like conventional computing systems, as a tool to be applied by humans. While this can undoubtedly be true for creative applications – intelligent tools might be introduced into music and video production toolchains for example, our projects suggest other possibilities in which AS becomes a co-creator alongside the human, rather than a tool used by them.

Our final example, FolkRNN Groover plays with this co-creative relationship in various ways. The FolkRNN project by Bob Sturm and colleagues at KTH Sweden used a public dataset of tens of thousands of transcriptions of traditional folk tunes to train a recurrent neural network to compose its own ‘traditional’ tunes [32]. The FolkRNN Groover project is building on this by exploring how an AI which appears to be embedded into a digitally augmented acoustic guitar – the Carolan Guitar [33] – can expressively play these tunes live while a human musician improvises an accompaniment.

FolkRNN Groover establishes familiar co-creative role between human and AS, that of a soloist and accompanist, with the human being the latter [32]. It places the human in a supporting role and shines a spotlight on their capabilities, or otherwise, as an accompanist as they try to bring the soloist’s somewhat mechanical performance to life.

A notable aspect of this co-creative relationship is that the AS takes on a distinctive persona. Placing a Bluetooth speaker inside the guitar gives the sense that the AI is embodied as a musical instrument. Moreover, this instrument already has something of a persona – the Carolan Guitar has a unique identity, as a kind of digital bard that collects and replays songs and stories from the musicians it encounters [33]. The net effect is to establish the metaphor for human player and audience alike that this is an intelligent instrument with its own autonomous identity. Ongoing
efforts to get the AI to play its tunes with a degree of variation including embellishments and even errors are intended to further reinforce this sense of a musical persona as well as to play with the ideas of error and improvisation discussed above.

A noteworthy aspect of Vear’s [9] Embodied Musicking Robot series is the design principle of embedding “beliefs” into the code so as to have a distinctive persona and to heighten levels of trustworthiness through continued play. Belief in this sense is a defining of the AS worldview, the umwelt with which it perceives and cognates its world. These beliefs are used to describe an acceptance by the AS that something is true, or to be perceived as true. It is a subjective viewpoint, not a fact. In this sense an AS belief system enables it to trust its world, and therefore the decisions that it makes when engaging with it. An example belief system can be found in his EMRv3 robot [9]:

- Personalised dataset – which grows through each interaction with a musician.
- Movement behaviour – which is limited to a few specific responses (its character).
- Soundworld – its personal theory of music.

Because of these beliefs, and the trust the robot has is its own understanding of how to behave, the musicians who have worked with this AS also grow a sense of trustworthiness, that it will respond and behave in a certain way (it’s way) and can then start to grow a sense of trustworthiness with their relationship-making and musicking with these AS. In this sense, trustworthiness grows through multiple confirmations that the AS’s behaviours and character are worthy of trust. The human feels that they can trust the bonds and relationships that are generated inside musicking and this can lead to a heightened sense that they can co-create together. Chung et al’s [34] artist interviews illustrate how the work of co-creation and collaboration reveals potential points of friction, to which they offer a number of solutions pertinent to our discussion here. Mirroring Vear’s [9] insights above, “Rounds of collaboration” [34] were key in developing trust in understanding each other’s styles and values, and an awareness of others’ skill sets helps build trust in their respective skills and qualities, but also in managing expectations. Lee and See [35] highlight the characteristics of calibration and resolution between humans and AS as key in managing expectations. Chung et al [34] also observe communication between artists as a further point of friction, as it often relies on descriptive jargon open to misinterpretation. A mitigating approach is to use ‘references or sketches’, a mechanism which reflects Vear’s [9] call to embed AS with a belief system. Finally, a single artist (actor) in the collaboration should have ‘concentration of power’ [34] to control decision making, or to dictate or relinquish (surrender) authority to other actors.

This casting of AS as co-creators rather than tools is not to argue that they genuinely possess human-like intelligence – though that is of course has been a concern for AI since its inception as a field. Rather, the idea is that framing the system as a more human-like co-creator might influence the human’s creative experience. Do they perform differently, for example being more willing to surrender control, embrace errors and improvisation, and play more freely as discussed earlier, and do they trust the system differently? It also perhaps offers a perspective on the questions of ownership and intellectual property that are at the fore of efforts to employ AI for generative art. How, in practical terms, does the human accompanist introduce and credit the AI in the performance?

7 TRUST AND ART

Having introduced our five challenges we now reflect more widely on how they speak to the two key concerns of trust and responsibility that run throughout the TAS Hub programme.
In their philosophical inquiry “Trust and Sincerity in Art”, Nguyen argues for a distinctive treatment of the question of trustworthiness in relation to art [36]. Viewing the matter through an aesthetic rather than a moral lens leads to the idea that an audience might place their trust in some combination of the artist’s aesthetic competence to “successfully bring about aesthetically valuable states of affairs” (i.e., deliver ‘good’ art), aesthetic sincerity to “meet their commitment to act from aesthetic considerations” (i.e., be true to their art and not sell out), and aesthetic steadfastness to “act from their commitment to a specified aesthetic sensibility” (to continue to pursue their artistic aesthetic). They suggest that artistic sincerity is the most important of these, especially for more avant-garde art that seeks to experiment and push boundaries which is consequently difficult to engage with, requiring considerable effort to interpret. While we might feel ‘disappointed’ when an artist we appreciate fails to deliver good art as a result of a failed experiment, we experience a deeper betrayal of trust when they fail to be sincere, for example ‘selling out’ for commercial gain or no longer really trying at all. Moreover, whereas conventional moral stances frame trustworthiness as an important social relationship in which one party places their trust in another to actively act on their behalf, this is different for art and artists. We do not expect artists to act in our interests, but rather to sincerely, even narcissistically and obsessively, follow their own, so that we in turn can follow ours and develop our own aesthetic sensibilities. Savery [37] notes that affective trust hangs on the investment of emotional bonds and inter-personal relationships and ‘relationships based on affective trust are more resilient to mistakes by either party’ [38].

The recent broad interest in text-to-image and text-to-text generative AI systems such as ChatGPT and Dall-E places a further challenge on co-authorship. These systems are trained on large datasets of texts and images taken from the internet. This brings into question whether we trust that the outputs of such systems are (co-)authored by the AI systems themselves with a level of inspiration from the training sets, or whether they in fact are automated plagiarizing systems. For example, if we prompt Dall-E to generate a photo of a badger, it will provide a range of images which look like badgers, with no attribution of which elements of the training dataset influenced the image, and no way to discover how similar image elements are similar to training images. When we collaborate with autonomous artistic systems, there is a risk that they will breach artistic and legal norms relating to copyright. The boundaries between reasonable artistic inspiration and copyright infringement are already hard to define [39]. Introducing a system which gains inspiration from an unknown training set of existing artistic outputs further blurs the boundaries; it is possible that for such systems to be trusted as co-creators we will need to develop new ways of exploring their inspirations.

Given this argument, the question here is to what extent the above artistic uses of TAS are trustworthy with respect to aesthetic competence, sincerity and steadfastness? Some are delivered by professional artists with a longstanding commitment to a given aesthetic and are recognised by a wider artworld, for example Brendan Walker’s Thrill Laboratory experiments that date back over many years [30, 40]. Others, most notably FolkRNN Groover [32] are more research experiments than trustworthy art. While such experiments may of course be useful to research exploring questions of trustworthy artistic TAS, they may require engaging with established artists whose aesthetic competence, sincerity and steadfastness can be experienced by audiences. This highlights the importance of artist- and practice-led research methods and of the TAS Creative Programme as a mechanism for engaging these.

Further complications arise from the potentially co-creative nature of autonomous systems as discussed earlier. If TAS are themselves co-creators, then how can audiences judge their aesthetic competence, sincerity and steadfastness? AI generated art and music would appear to be taking steps towards – and perhaps is currently being
judged by – levels of artistic competence. They appear to produce works that look and sound something like recognisable art and sometimes even surprise us with what appears to be a creative step. They might also appear to be doggedly steadfast in their pursuit of an aesthetic style. However, it is far harder to trust their artistic sincerity, though we might trust that of the human artists who co-create with them. Abrahams and Kemp [41] in discussing trust and art appreciation remind us of the ‘universal definitions of art’, that the work is intentionally created and often experienced in a context that further frames this intention. We note that our examples of AS are embedded in established artistic forms that do not fundamentally disrupt the expectations of those who engage with them. Rather their implementation is appropriately sensitive to their form. For example, the chamber music work *Climb!* [3] finds a pianist charged with presenting a concert hall performance to a paying audience; whereas the thrill seeker climbs upon the bucking bronco anticipating a bumpy ride and to be thrown to the ground; and the film buff watching #Scanners [12] is primed for a cinema screen experience. The perspectives of Nguyen [36] and Abrahams and Kemp [41] focus primarily on the relationship between audiences and the artist or their work, whereas our interests also focus on the relationship, or co-creation between AS and human artists. So, creating artistically sincere TAS for all stakeholders would appear to be a major future challenge for our field.

Lee and See [35] suggest we should not necessarily strive for greater trustworthiness in AS, but rather focus on establishing an appropriate level of trust, one that "describes a relationship that depends on the characteristics of the trustee, the trustor, and the goal-related context of the interaction". Appropriateness of trust is established through matters of calibration between a person’s understanding of an AS capabilities; resolution between expectations and capabilities; and the specificity of trust to particular components of an AS and temporal / contextual experience [35].

8 RESPONSIBLE IRRESPONSIBILITY

Finally, we reflect on how the challenges we proposed in this paper align with the Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) approach that underpins the TAS programme. Within this RRI approach, responsibility is positioned as a means of taking care of the future through actions in the present [42]. How can embracing ambiguous interpretation over clear explanation, failure and improvisation over dependability, and playfulness over caution be deemed to be responsible? We offer three broad responses.

First, we propose that delivering public artworks is a powerful way to engage the public first-hand with the potential of, and challenges arising from emerging technologies such as AS and AI. While other methods such as speculative design fiction [43] can also engage people in reasoning about future technologies, artworks such as those described above give the public personal, up-close, direct, memorable and provocative engagements with new technologies. Experiencing a brain-controlled film or riding a breath-controlled rodeo bull are powerful ways of stimulating a deep personal engagement, as well as drawing in critics and other cultural commentators. In terms of Jirokta et al’s [44] “AREA Plus” framework for responsible innovation, the artist may be seen to anticipate a possible future, and, engaging with a public audience, encouraging them (and the researchers who they work with) to do the same, and to reflect on their own positions and commitments. The future implied by the artist’s work may be dark or challenging, or hopeful and encouraging, or simply ambiguous. Yet, while intellectually provocative and even sometimes even offensive or otherwise controversial, art is rarely dangerous, certainly not in the way that publicly deploying unproven autonomous vehicles or surgical robots might be. In short, art can provide a powerful and yet safe experimental space within which to responsibly explore issues such as trust in AS and the different potential impacts of automated systems.
Second, art, as part of the wider creative and cultural sectors, is economically, societally and personally important. As a major sector of the economy, artistic applications are worthy of consideration by researchers, but this involves addressing them on their own terms by recognising and respecting their driving goals such as creativity, interpretation and improvisation. Innovation, on the other hand, is generally preoccupied with commercial possibilities or measurable progress in addressing societal challenges. Consider, for example, the widely used (European) assertion that "Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) is the on-going process of aligning research and innovation to societal values, needs and expectations" \[45\]. Societally, art provides a mechanism for confronting and challenging the normative thinking of the day and breaking taboos, which often makes it controversial, but which can ultimately be seen as the responsible thing to have done. At a personal level, engaging with art meets basic human values of stimulation, hedonism and self-direction \[46\]. Sensation-seeking, risk-taking and boundary crossing, even if uncomfortable, may be important for entertainment, personal enlightenment and social bonding \[47\]. And as Nguyen \[36\] argues, part of the value of art is in its very diversity and particularity. So, the essential nature of responsibility in relation to art may be more complex and nuanced than it is in relation to technological innovation.

Third, however, we are in no way arguing for a lack of responsibility in approaching artist-led explorations of TAS. Artists and the researchers who collaborate with them need to carefully judge the crossing of boundaries and how they negotiate consent and anonymity and build and maintain trust with their audiences. Artists do not operate in a vacuum, but rather operate within an artworld of funders, venues, curators and critics that hold them accountable for their actions while managing ongoing concerns of safety, liability, accessibility and other important matters (for a richer account of how artists negotiate issues of responsibility and ethics see \[48\]). One way to articulate our argument is in terms of a call for 'responsible irresponsibility', the idea is that enabling people to artistically play with emerging technologies requires giving them license to exercise a degree of apparent irresponsibility in pushing the boundaries of the technologies and themselves while actually ensuring that they behave responsibly and ethically within the norms and processes of a recognised artworld. The RRI approach itself provides an opportunity for this. RRI’s emphasis on engaging with, and being responsive to, stakeholders across society creates a space for dialogue to establish how boundaries can be pushed effectively and responsibly in the particular context of each artist-led exploration. When artists and researchers collaborate, our worlds – including what it means to be responsible – can collide or overlap uncomfortably. This gives rise to a different kind of boundary, which can be very hard to delineate precisely. Ultimately, the playful and irresponsible elements of an experience need to be carefully demarcated within the so-called 'frame' (for artworks) \[48\] or ‘magic circle’ \[49\] (for games) so that we can manage consent and safety. In short, we need to be responsible in enabling people to adopt a bounded form of irresponsibility towards technologies to allow for a richer human experience, even when it appears to fly in the face of conventional wisdom.

9 CONCLUSION

Art is important. It can also be challenging, both at an individual level where it can be difficult to understand or may provoke strong emotions, but also at a societal level where it may confront the received wisdom of the day. Reflecting on a portfolio of artistic experiences involving different kinds of autonomous systems has led us to question conventional wisdom concerning the human experience of autonomous systems: that they should always be explainable, dependable, controllable, and cautious tools. We have explored alternative stances in which AS are experienced as ambiguously open to multiple interpretations, deliberately invoke errors to prompt improvisation,
demand that humans surrender control, are viewed as co-creators, and are playful. In turn, these challenges shed new light on the key matters of trustworthiness and responsibility, leading us to highlight the importance of trust in artistic sincerity and the idea of a playful, if measured, degree of responsible irresponsibility. We argue that these are important considerations or future artistic applications of TAS, but that they might also have wider applicability to domains beyond art if we wish to pursue TAS that engage with humans in a more roundedly human way.

Focusing on the creative and cultural sector, we reflect on the potential impact of a more creative TAS on employment. There is already widespread concern that apparently creative AI may lead to job losses or dislocations with the sector, both for the artists whose works and styles may be emulated or copied by AI, but also for the many animators, illustrators, photographers, musicians and other craftspeople who support them and whose jobs might be replaced. How can we reconcile our call for more creative TAS with such a prospect? The emerging applications of AI in this sector (and machine learning in particular) are fundamentally and essentially creating derivative works. This is not the kind of “creativity” that we are exploring here. The systems frequently embody the tool-oriented values of reliability and human control, and, at least in their more responsible forms, explainability and caution (at least in terms of intellectual property). We are not advocating for TAS to displace more people in creative roles. Indeed, one answer may lie in trying to design AS that stimulate humans to find new forms of creative expression. Can the technology enable the humans involved to be more improvisational, interpretative and playful themselves? Our call to action is perhaps best considered as being to design a more creative human experience of TAS.

We also reflect on the implications of our proposals in other, less overtly creative, sectors, for example in safety critical applications. In this context we reflect briefly on the five challenges suggested here. First, it is clearly provocative – and dangerous – to suggest that a safety critical system might deliberately fail (although safety critical systems are often designed to fail safely rather than arbitrarily). But it is also the case that every autonomous system is itself part of a larger socio-technical system, and safety and tolerance of faults may be achieved at the level of the larger system, even where the smaller system fails. The safety and reliability characteristics of this larger system will necessarily impose constraints on the range of appropriate responses to failure within the system, for example whether improvisation may be acceptable in place of established contingency measures. Second, and somewhat in tension with first challenge, the notion of surrendering to an autonomous system presumes that it is safe to give up a significant degree of agency to the autonomous system – or at least the larger system in which it is experienced. Also, while control may be a reasonable principle for simple goal-directed tasks, loss of control may be more relevant for more nuanced purposes such as revealing challenges and uncertainties. Third, the movement from explainability to interpretation reflects contrasting epistemic commitments. A forensic investigation or a dispute about technical liability may rely on a positivist notion of explainability. On the other hand, more subjectivist pursuits of personal and group meaning are natural territories for interpretation. Fourth, our critique of caution is not an advocacy for harm, but rather a challenging of caution as the only or dominant logic for all design choices. Within the range of the ordinary and everyday risks of being alive (e.g. walking down the pavement), and in the context of a broader system-wide commitment to care, playfulness can have value both in itself and as an axis for innovation and exploration. Finally, in a similar way, the reconceptualisation of autonomous systems as co-creators rather than tools, while being a symbolic renouncing of human superiority, responsibility and control, should be set within a larger context that still recognises the distinct nature of the autonomous system, not least, at the current time, their essential lack of moral agency and “human” rights.
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